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Michigan's Governor "Soapy" Williams
Leads Young Democrats' Convention
Why do so many Wooster stu- Democratic Party and Civil
dents consider themselves Re- Rights, the
issue,
publicans? If you think you are foreign policy, and methods of
effective political action on cama Democrat, why?
Governor G. Mennen "Soapy" pus.
Williams of Michigan will visit
Ohio Candidates
this campus Saturday, February
The
conference
will feature
15, to lead the conference of
Ohio
gubernatorial
candidates
Young
Democrats.
College
Ohio
Wooster will play host to the in a panel discussion moderated
day-lonmeeting which will by Joe Bartenuk, Senate Minorbring college students from all ity leader in the Ohio legislature.
The annual Jackson Day Dinner
over Ohio.
will be held in the evening with
Missile Age
Governor Williams as the speakThe conference is held under
er.
DemoYoung
the auspices of the
The registration fee for all
cratic Clubs of America with the
right-to-wor-
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Suggestions For

Temporary Jobs
answer the needs of teachcollege students, and professors, the Advancement and
Institute announces
Placement
publication of their completely
new and expanded 1958 World-WidTo

ers,

7:15 and 9:15. A travel
short will accompany this
Student Senate feature.
There will be a charge of
$.10.

e

SCA Book

PLACEMENT DIThe Directory is pre-

SUMMER
RECTORY.

Co-o- p

pared as an aid to those who
wish new ideas and ways to
earn while they vacation.
Need some new books? Enjoy
The new Directory gives descriptions of the type of wrk going to book stores? Then visit
from Monday,
available, salary ranges, names your Book Co-oand addresses of employers re- February 10 to Friday February
questing summer employees. In- 22. Sponsored by the SCA as a
accluded are governmental posi- part of the Religion-in-Lif- e
will be held
tions, steamship needs, dude tivities, the Co-oranches, travel tour agencies in the SCA room from 9 a.m. to
abroad, work camps, service 4 p.m. Monday through Friday
projects, earning free trips to except for Chapel and lunch
to 4 p.m. on SaturEurope, national parks, summer hours and
and resorts, days.
camps, theaters
opportunities,
career
Religious books are to be the
study awards all over the world emphasis of the Co-oand these
and many others. Thousands of will be on display. However, any
opportunities are presented from book except for texts and paper
over 20 foreign countries and all backs can be purchased here.

Urges Purchases
p

Conferees Recommend
Dr. Lauechli was chosen on
the recommendation of those students who heard him speak at
a Protestant Conference last summer. Students, living in the northern shore area of Illinois, who
represent colleges and universities throughout the country attended this Conference, held
near Rhinelander,
Wisconsin,
during the first week of Septem-

ber.
The 14 Wooster students who
were present were so impressed
and inspired by Dr. Laeuchli, the
principal speaker, they they were
prompted to suggest his name

Atlee

Dr.

T.

Stroup

p

1

trainee

p

48

A

states.
current up to date

World-Wid-

e

To

purchase a book, students

Becomes Chairman
Of Guidance

Center

Dr. Atlee T. Stroup, head of
the Department of Sociology,
has been named chairman of the
Wayne County Guidance Center
Committee. This committee is
the Wayne County Branch of the
committee which is the
group for the
Guidance Center located in
Wooster.

will fill out the order blank with
the name of the author, title of
the book, and the price. The full policy-makinand Placement Institute which price of the book must be paid
has been a non-fe- e
professional at t!iis time. Dividends will be
advisory and advancement ser- returned to all students accordi"he size of each individual
vice for the field of education ing to
The
Guidance Center
Drcbr.
Orders
must be placed for has been in existence for only a
since 1952.
!l buo'-.as no direct sales will few years. In this time it has esCopies may be examined at
nc.!e.
o
tablished itself firmly in the commany Placement or Deans' Offices, Libraries, School SuperinDirectors Carol Sayles and munity. It is available for sertendents'
Offices or may be Janet Ferguson urge students to vice to all local people, including
ordered from the Institute at Box visit the Co-oas all books can Wooster students. The Center ac99G, Greenpoint Station, Brook- be purchased at a reduction and cepts both self and professional
lyn 22, N.Y., for $2.00 a copy.
ill be a saving for all.
referrals.
SUMMER PLACEMENT DIRECTORY is published annually
by the staff of The Advancement

tri-coun-
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tri-coun-
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Kent Veelts Studies In Washington
At School For Young Republicans
arrived in Washington on a
beautiful Monday and left on a
snowy Saturday morning. But my
head was full of ideas and
thoughts as boarded the plane
in that snowstorm for Cleveland.
attended a Leadership Training
School for Young Republicans
with the help of The Institute of
I

I

I

Politics.

Classes
We had three hour classes
twice a day on Tuesday, Thurs-

day, and Friday. Monday there
was a reception for all the delegates where many senators and
congressmen were in attendance.
Classes started at 9 a.m. on
Tuesday with Albert Kelly, Deputy Administrator for the Small
Business Administration talking
on the subject, "Opportunities
for Young People in Govern-

ment."

This was

Fred C. Scribner,

followed

under-Secretar-

y

by

e

Bush-fiel-

Secretary Marion B. Folsom,
Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare presented the Eisenhower program for education. He
told us of the scholarship money
provided and the aid provided
Republican Profs
to assist graduate schools. Hon.
At the school there were two Fred Seaton, Secretary of the Inexplained
the public
either men terior,
kinds of "teachers"
from the administration of the power vs. private power issue.
Eisenhower government or men
Tour of White House
with the Republican National
Wednesday we had a tour of
Headquarters. We heard from
the directors of the senatorial, the White House arranged escongressional, veterans and agri- pecially for us and there we met
cultural committees. James Mit- Mrs. Eisenhower. can now see
chell, Secretary of Labor, pre- why everyone says such wondersented the Eisenhower program ful things about the first lady.
for the coming year telling us The rest of the day we spent
that this program was so set up visiting our congressman and
also made a stop at
as to receive, he hoped, the senator.
needed democratic votes. He told the Office of the Vice President
us how hard it is to please any- where knew one of his adminone, pointing out that the Cham- istrative assistants. Both houses
ber of Commerce said the pro- of Congress were in session. algram was too weak and Labor so had a chance to sit in on a
(Continued on Page Three)
said it was too strong.
of the Treasury, and Congressman Edwin May. He had won
the election in a district with an
overwhelming Democratic majority.

I

I

I

I
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Spotlight: Venezuela
by Bob Carter

"American higher education
compares very favorably with
thai" of Europe." So says Dieter
Indorf, freshman from Caracas,
Venezuela, in commenting on
American educational facilities.
Dieter, 20, is the older of two
children, having a younger sister now attending school in Switzerland. Dieter's father and
mother live in Caracas, where his
father is an importer of textiles.
Varied Education
entered Wooster this
past September, after having attended schools in three countries.
His first six years, comparable to
our elementary school, were
spent in Venezuela Following
this, he spent a year in military
school in Los Angeles, after
which he returned to school in
Venezuela. Dieter then went to
school in Boston, before attending school in Switzerland for six
years prior to entering Wooster.

as more nature than is the case
in America, and are treated as
adults.
Venezuelan Schools
In Venezuelan high schools
much emphasis is placed upon
scientific courses. Courses in the
humanities are practically neglected with the exception of
Spanish grammar and literature.
As to the United States, the
Venezulan youth feels 1oo little
importance is attached to studies
ai' the high school level, which

Dieter

Swiss System

told by Kent Weeks, Chairman of Ohio College Young Republicans
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"The Broken Arrow," starring Jeff Chandler and Deb-r- a
Paget, will be shown tonight in Scott Auditorium at

Although currently at

12.

McCormick Seminary in Chicago
as visiting professor for one
semester, he actually holds the
position of Associate Professor
of the History of Christianity at
Biblical
Garrett
Institute in
Evanston, Illinois.

p

office.

and
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Directory Gives

students interested in the conference and in the timely discussions aimed at College students
is $3, including tickets for lunch
and dinner. Information may be
obtained in the political science

at the University of Basel
and one at Paris. Having been
in
he was
1947,
ordained
awarded a scholarship by Union
Theological Seminary in New
York. Within a year and a half
representatives are Wooster Dr. Laeuchli was given the Th.D.
graduates and are now in their degree and afterwards returned
first year of seminary at Mc- to Europe. In 1950 he was electCormick.
ed pastor of the Church in Dorn-acSwitzerland, and during his
Text Is Galatians
time there, built both the church
In preparing for his visit to and the parsonage.
the campus Dr. Laeuchli prefers
Chairman Tom Clarke
not to give an inclusive title to
his subject, but he has chosen
Tom Clarke, in addition to befor his text the six books of ing chairman of the Executive
Galatians. He plans to relate Board for Religion-in-LifWeek,
each of these books to modern is chairman of the Steering Comday Christianity in a separate mittee for the February program.
session. Dr. Laeuchli is scheduled Assisting him on this committee
to speak on Monday, Tuesday, are Edi Powers and Bill
and Wednesday during Chapel
Serving under him in the
and in the evening at 7:15 in capacity of various committee
the Chapel on these same three chairmen are: Carolyn Lewis,
days. No seminars will be held Hospitality; By Leasure, Arrangeduring this particular Religion-in-Lifments; Frank Goodfellow, Worprogram.
ship; Pat Murray, Personal ConDr. Laeuchli was born in 1924 ferences,- and Bill Moats, Dorm
in Basel, Switzerland, and re- Discussions.
Tom Scovel is the
ceived his undergraduate train- over-al- l
head of the Publicity
ing in his native country. He be- Board, while Mary Dunham is
gan his study of theology in directly in charge of publicity for
1943, studying for seven semes the February program.
ters

-'

cooperation of the Ohio League
of Young Democratic Clubs and
the Institute of Politics.
The theme for the convention
is "The Democratic Party in the
Missile Age." Other special interest groups will consider the

by Georgia Spelvin
Religion-in-Life
be
to the
Committee.
Samuel Laeuchli will
the guest speaker for this year's These students felt that they had
program. gained so much from this man,
second Religion-in-Lif- e
Under the sponsorship of the that the whole campus might
Danforth Grant, Dr. Laeuchli will well reap beneficial returns from
be on campus February 10, 11, hearing him speak. Five of these
Dr.
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Dieter speaks highly of the
Swiss system of secondary education and feels that, at compar-

able ages, the average student
Europe is farther advanced
than an American student. In
Switzerland there is a greater
variety of courses offered in secondary schools, which acquaint
rhe student with fields he will
encounter in college. This serves
to give him a better idea of
what he wants to study in col
lege, and at the same time, gives
a broader education. A student
is therefore in a better position
to specialize in a particular field
when he attends a university.
in

No Liberal Arts
"In Switzerland there is no
such thing as a liberal arts college, such as Wooster," recalls
Dieter. In a university a student
studies only courses in his particular field. A further difference
noted by Dieter is lhat college
students in Europe are regarded

Dieter Indorf

means that the average European student is several steps
ahead by the time he enters a
university.
Too Much Conformity

Dieter's decision to enter
Wooster was greatly influenced
by the headmaster of his high
school, who knew of Wooster.
He also considered MIT, but decided on Wooster when he
learned of the
plan Wooster
has with MIT.
Contrary to popular opinion,
Dieter relates that athletics in
European secondary schools receive emphasis equal to that in
America. In his own school every
student was required to partici- 3-- 2

(Continued

on Page Two
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VOICE

Little man on campus

WLf A Voice?

by Dick Bib!er

Why does Wooster have the VOICE? What is the purpose
of our "Weekly Pulitzer Prize winner?"
Have you ever wondered about the purpose of a college
newspaper? We suspect that a few of you have lost much sleep
over this problem, but it has given your editor much food for

by Sally Wedgwood
It has been called to our mind
both through personal observation and word of mouth of the
certain injustices that the College
Bookstore plays upon us. We
thought that if a presentation
of strong opinions was brought
to mind, perhaps a reform of
some sort can be brought about.

thought.
Many people have the impression that the paper should
exist so that all the disgruntled students in the area can air their
complaints. Others seem to feel that it is the place for the editor
to wash the administration's dirty linen. A few think that the paper
is a public relations tool and should devote itself to printing
platitudes.
meaningless,
Many read the paper, merely, to find out about the weekend's dance or ball game. Many others are completely satisfied
to check the Wooster Theater ad, glance at the cartoon, and
chuckle over the Sticklers.
But, the paper should mean more to the college community
than any of these things. It should be more than a conglomeration
of baloney thrown together in an effort to satisfy all the customers.
The paper should have a purpose and by fulfilling this purpose
become a leader on the campus.
The VOICE has such a purpose, although it may be a little
difficult to recognize at times. Our purpose is expressed in three
small words: Educate, Relate, and Stimulate.
We are trying to educate the student so that he will have
knowledge of all the various influences that touch him in the
course of a day, from the time he gets up till he goes to bed.
We are trying to emphasize the importance of drawing relationships between this knowledge and the conditions in the
We are trying to relate the student to the world.
We are trying to stimulate thought and action in the college
community in the areas where improvements in our learning experience might be made.
It all boils down to this. The VOICE feels that its foremost
duty is to help the Wooster student get as much out of his total
life as is possible.
college
y
sweet-soundin-

world-at-larg-

g

e.

T.M.S.

Class Segregation
In Dining

the Editor:
In the last couple years the
arrangements for coed dining
tickets has been varied in several
ways. This last time a class prefwas tried, with
erence sign-uthe result that the seniors went
where they wished, most juniors
the
got what they wanted,
sophomores less so, and the
freshmen hold class meetings
once a day in Kenarden and
p

Lower Holden.
Class Isolation
This isolation of classes has
made it difficult for upperclass-me- n
to get to know freshmen,
whether it be for rushing, for sections or for dating. Many stu-

dents griped about the situation,
and the Student Senate discussed
the problem. Here was their solution: Seniors will have no limitations on the number that sign
up for a dining hall, and the rest
of the space will be apportioned
among the three lower classes.
This has been done before as a
"senior privilege' during the last
meal shift of the year.
Superiority Complex
Why not now? The reason
given at the time (by a senior)
is that seniors have more serious
things to talk about and should
eat together so they can talk
seriously. Since when do only
seniors have serious things in
mind? And cannot seniors talk
seriously to underclassmen?
(Continued

Dieter Indorf

Situation?

To

on Page Four)

ON

MORE

(Continued

from Page One)

pate in some organized sport
for two hours every day. He himself participated in five varsity
sports tennis, track, swimming,
and
cricket, and land hockey
intends to try out for Wooster's
tennis team come warm weather.
Too Much Conformity

that perhaps there
too much conformity
demanded here in the states. He
says that the average American
youth, especially girls, have
much more freedom from parental controls, and is much more
independent than the average
European youth. Dieter feels that
Europeans often get a bad opinion of Americans from tourists,
but says that the educated American can hold his own with the
educated European.
Dieter feels

is a little

Scholarship Limits
speaking of the recent revolt in Caracas, Dieter says that
students with government scholarships will be hard hit. A reorganization of this department
is sure to follow, and only those
with good connections are likely
to retain their scholarships. In all
likelihood, business and trade
will be "frozen" for some time
as a result of the upheaval.
In

When
asked about future
plans, Dieter replied that these
are unsure. Following graduation
he plans to return to Venezuela.

'tim? MTLKNTDSfl"

SLEPT BEHIND HIM IN HlJTORV."

VQU

BEHIND PlfFO

Muriel Rice

Reports From
Honefoss, Norway
Honefoss, Norway Europeans are constantly stressing how many "things" we
Editor of the VOICE:
Americans have. It seems to me
that, fortunately for us, we have
Dear Woosterians,
a very high standard of living,
Greetings from Norway to the but all the TV's, cars, and
College of Wooster, U.S.A.
houses, which are a part
living
of
our
standard, mean far
don't know if this year the less to us than
the rest of the
VOICE columns have been so full
do. It's just
they
world
thinks
of "Ivory Tower" talk, or not,
but here is a suggestion along that these things are dreams
occupy a good deal of the
that line. think that a Junior which
year abroad is one good way to European's thoughts while they
remedy a very real provincialism are a reality to us and we can
think of other things. For exwhich can develop with living in
ample,
our country's people have
a college community. It is simp
more personal concern for the inly amazing how much stretching
dividual's welfare than is evident
a mina can TaKe.
teei aimosT in Norway.
if
not
and
physical
it
were a
as
only a mental fact that my mind
Will to Learn
has been stretched to cover the
Learning the language is an
distance between Wooster and
Norway. As a result, now find important part of our year. In
it much easier to see out in this way we come very close to
the people. It's interesting to see
all other directions.
how much it means to them to
Sputnik in Norway
have Americans make the effort
to learn their language.
It is fascinating to compare the
with
reactions to Sputnik here
The school is an interesting
what can gather from American combination of Liberal Arts colpapers, letters and occasional lege, high school, summer camp,
news broadcasts, is the American and church conference. The ages
reaction. To these people it is an here run from
with the
awesome thing to see how far majority in the younger group.
science has gone and they're a There are no grades, exams, or
bit surprised and amused that degrees connected
the
Americans didn't get a moon up school. I'm finding itwith
extremely
first. Many said that they thought refreshing to be in
an atmoswe got our just desserts when phere where people are going
our over publicized moon to classes and doing assignlaunching sputtered out. But, ments purely because they
want
they definitely don't feel the ro learn.
same emotional impact that
Americans do of the fact that
Junior Year Abroad
Soviet scientists have outrun the
have been here only five
West and that the Communistic
system has shown that it is more months and
could fill a book
efficient
than the Capitalists with my experiences and impreswhen it comes to purely scientific sions. But, now
just want to
progress.
say "Hello" to Wooster and to
try to prick your imaginations a
Little Rock
bit.
Begin
to
project your
Of course, the Little Rock situa- thoughts out of the "Ivory Towtion has given me many a ers" and over the world and see
chance to use my wits. It is quite what you can learn. You sophoa task to interpret one of Ameri- mores and freshmen, think serica's greatest social problems to ously about your Junior year.
a people who have no concept How can you put it to the best
of the basic causes and who advantage? This program isn't
hear only the sensational and costing much more than a year
not the encouraging and positive at Wooster, plus a vacation trip,
and the value received is
side of the news.
in terms of money.
American materialism is an- Are you after a liberal educaother point on which I've come tion? Think it over.
to think a great deal. The more
talk with people, the more
Sincerely,
think that we're not as materialistic as we're made out to be.
Muriel Rice
one-famil-
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Up and Down
The ROCK

i

i

February 7,

un-measura-

I

I
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We never intend to slander
but we have a definite sense of
injustice about monopolies that
urges us to call in the FTC. Why
is it that, when customers are in
their normal rush, the Bookstore
women seemingly deliberately
ignore their business? Several
times of late, we have had to
buy a stamp or a bobbypin, and
have been boldy ignored while
a saleslady first acknowledged
us as a customer then proceeded
to engage herself in some other
menial task while we waited.
Case in point: last week we
went to buy our weekly $.15
airmail stamp. We entered the
Bookstore at a lax moment when
there were no other customers
and asked one woman for her
time to sell us said stamp. She
immediately turned around,
seized a pile of Kleenex boxes
and busily piled them up in
front of the counter while we
waited. This seemed a deliberate
effort as well as a
l
affront. Another time a friend bought toothpaste and ink and, while these
were being tallied on the magic
machine, decided on a pencil as
well. The result of this decision
was that she had to receive her
change and tax stamp from the
first two items, then pay again,
separately (with a new receipt)
for the pencil which couldn't be
counted with the entire order.
The whole transaction took easily
five minutes. This is certainly intime-wastin-

g

peYhaps-persona-

efficiency.
Book Store Scandal

last week some were
talking of renting a truck to take
to another nearby college for the
purpose of getting a
price for the last semester's
books. This point is, to us, the
most outrageous in connection
vith the Bookstore. Why, when
we often pay over $20 for books,
should their value depreciate so
much that after several months'
use we can make scarcely
$1 on a $6 purchase?
How
can a church school dare to
buy back a $5 Bible for $.25?
We have heard that Bibles accrue with age. And again, at the
beginning of a new semester,
second-hanbooks generally sell
for $1 less than the original
price. Thus, on an originally $7
book, the seller receives $1, and
it is sold for $6. We fig ure that
the gross profit on each $7 book
is $13 after only two users. We
wish we were holding Bookstore
stock; think of the dividends it
must pay! Is all this going into
new glass around the stamp
desk?
Only

half-huma-

n

d

Unfair Monopoly
For four years we have accepted economical and personal
slights from the College Bookstore and we are tired of it. If
there were a rival next door
practicing more humane and
businesslike tactics, we think the
Bookstore would be forced to
close down within a month. This
monopoly is unjust to all of us;
students and faculty alike have
complained. Courtesy, fairness
and good will are essentials in
any business, and when the public finds it lacking in a particular
establishment, it should attempt
a reform. What of this, people
of Wooster? Let's do some thinking. As for us, we'll be around
next week.

Friday, February 7, 1958

WOOSTER
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The Wooster Social Situation Is -

-

Editor's Note: The following article is the first in a series of campus opinion on the social situation. The first article was written by Stu Au brey, Social Chairman of the Senate, who has presented
the Senate's policy and action in the social area.

Will

pSiUif

"O, these are barren tasks,
too hard to keep
Not to see ladies,
study, fast, not sleep!"
Shakespeare observed what to
many is applicable to modern
Wooster, where social life is often critized. This "flat treason
'gainst the kingly state of youth"
is the subject of much discussion
on our campus. As chairman of
the Social Board,
will herein
express my feelings toward the
social life as we find it in 1958,

BpSiitUf

I

Sang Lee Says No
To
In
To

Required Church
Letter To Editor

ft

1

s-

-

,

-

1

V
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the Editor:

Reading your thoughtful editorial, "Pattern for the Future?"
which appeared in the January
deeply
17 issue of the VOICE,
we
that
view
your
with
agreed
must not be occupied with petty
arguments about our small
Wooster community and fail to
lift our thinking from the immediate situation, but must be
more concerned with what is
going on in the world. However,
cannot readily regard our past
argument against the compulsory church attendance rule as
a mere phase of "the stage in
growth which all college students should go through to
think
reach the next plateau."
for
cried
out
have
of
us
many
the abolition of this rule, because we really feel that the
abolition of this rule would be
better for the religious life of
every one on the campus. Then,
should we not hold on steadily
with our view and demand until the final decision is made by
If we
the proper authorities?
presthe
follow
compromise to
ent regulation with the attitude
that there is no use to fight it,
am afraid,
the student body,
will never be able to influence
the policy of the College.

si4
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including both good and bad
aspects.
First, should like to enumerate recent progress made. The
Social Board, devised two years
ago to ease the work load of the
Senate, has control over the
social program, including
such activities as Homecoming,
Color Day, etc. We have maintained the popular
dances. We have been able to
improve the quality of Senate
movies by expanding to cinemascope showings, and have acquired a new projector and
sound system. Finally, and probably most important, the Social
Board has sponsored numerous
"stag dances," which have been
very well attended and have
given students an opportunity to
go somewhere other than our
overcrowded Union.
I

all-colle-

all-scho-

MORE

ol

Stag Dances
The stag dances, informally

conducted, have been the cornerstone of this year's social program, which is designed to emaspects
phasize the
to give men and women a
chance to meet on common
ground without having a formal
date. This is perhaps our great- non-datin-

"lite QiaU Will kibe.

ge
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Washington Trip
(Continued

from Page One)

congressional investigating committee with Senator Dirksen
questioning Walter Reuther. That
night we had a banquet with
Theodore McKeldin of
Gov.
Maryland as guest speaker.
might say he will be a man to
look at come 1960. Thursday
classes resumed with such notables as Sec. Weeks, Secretary
Commerce, Senator Karl
of
Mundt, and several people from
the National Republican Headquarters. We ended up Thursday
with a brainstorming session
under the leadership of Charles
Clark, author and lecturer on
Remembering that this issue creative thinking.
will be discussed and voted on
The Last Day
by SFRC in ihe near future,
of
the final day, we
Friday,
thought as many opinions
the students as possible must started off with a panel on "How
first
be publicly expressed.
to Win in Democratic Areas."
hesitated to do this myself,but Congressmen Kramer of Florida,
my feeling of belonging to the
Texwhole Wooster family made me Ayres of Ohio, and Alger of
reMorton
Senator
as, along with
think that it is almost my
sponsibility to speak up. My from Kentucky were questioned.
opinion against the present rule Morton and Alger told of some
is based
upon the following of the problems they had with
two reasons:
vote stealing. Senator Barry
Goldwater, Arizona, told us why
Why Not Compulsory Church
he called Walter Reuther a greater menace to America than the
(1) The purpose of the College, as stated in the College Russians. Senator Homer Cape-har- t
spoke on his recent trip to
catalogue, is the "promotion of
sound learning and education Russia. The afternoon was highunder religious influence." In lighted by an appearance of the
Vice President who spoke on
my opinion, we should not confuse the "education" with the some of the philosophical differ"religious influence." By the "re- ences between the Republicans
ligious influence,"
think the and Democrats. That night we
founders of the College meant had a banquet where we renot that the College should force ceived our diplomas. The dinner
the students to follow the prac- had a keynote speaker, Meade
can
tice of a certain religion but that Alcorn, National R e p u b
it should provide the students Chairman.
with worship services, talks, and
Stop Complaining
the like in order to make them
These men in our government
interested in that religion and to
give them the opportunity to be- are not highly paid, and therecome participators in the religi- fore they cannot be in their posious experience.
Someone had tions just for the money. Most of
pointed out in his letter to the these men are here because they
editor in last October that the enjoy what they are doing and
church attendance rules can be are dedicated to the government
justified by regarding it as an we have and to the principles
"educational requirement" rath- which it upholds. The next time
er than a "religious
require- we make some accusation we
ment." But can we regard the should all remind ourselves that
worship service as nothing more these men are our elected repthan a meeting where we learn resentatives, regardless of party,
something?
believe that the who need our help and construcworship service is, above all, the tive criticism but not our
I

I

I

1

I

Continued

on Page

Four

mix.
Coed dining, when inaugurated five years ago, was supposed to solve all the problems
of
and vice versa.
boy-meets-g-

irl

has not succeeded. Instead, we
all tend to fall into a certain
group pattern or small circle, and
after a certain period in our
school career (usually in the
freshman year) we just stop trying to meet new people. Take a
look at Kenarden and Babcock
evening dining, where "coed
dining" consists of some segregated tables of men and women.
Also, the girls at Wooster apparently have some aversion to
leaving dorms on a weekend
evening unless they have a date.
The stag dances try to curb this
attitude by giving the coeds a
place to go. After all, how is
a girl going to meet any new
fellows if she doesn't make the
effort? And how about all those
"herds" of girls that move across
campus? A poor fellow feels
overwhelmed with too many women around, and then girls wonder why they are neglected.
On the other side, Wooster
men are also rather backward.
Too often the men don't make
the effort to go out; their greatest
pastime is to rationalize Wooster
coeds right off the map. There's
always the "girl back home" or
the common "I wouldn't go out
with any of these females
around here!" etc. It is a vicious
cycle based more on laziness
and prejudice than on actual
campus dating experience.
It

More Troubles

I

t:

-

But So Will All lltaie

I

I

est social problem: we just don't

i

iJliy Did So illany Fail?
by Ginger Shriver

Just before final examinations
began last month, 128 anxious
sophomores checked a list posted outside the English conference
room, to see whether or not they
had passed the written compegiven on
tence examination
11.
Nearly half,
47.66 percent of the students
who took the test did not pass it.
As a resuli', almost one quarter
of the present sophomore class
will have to pass a similar examination given in May, or be
dropped from Wooster until they
can pass the written competence
requirement.

January

Why Worry
The immediate concern is not
that many students will have to
leave school as a result of this
new policy, because they may all
pass the next test. What is of
concern is the fact that so many
of the students did not pass this
one. Possibly, through clarifying

the situation, and pointing out
some weaknesses, the results of
the May examination will be
more positive.
In a Chapel talk on January
31, Dr. Warren Anderson explained the rules concerning written and oral competence examinations. Students must display
written competence before the
junior year, and oral competence
in their senior year. The written
competence exam consisted ot
one hour objective test compiled
by the Educational Testing Ser
vice, and an essay question
which involved the discussion of

a quotation. The first part of the
exam required a score of 300
points out of a possible 368. The
essays were read by a team
composed of one English professor, and one professor from
another department, teaching a
liberal studies section. The criteria for grading these essays were
organization, logic, style, and
mechanics. In cases where only
one part of the exam was satisfactory, the tests were reconsidered. Failure to pass this examination indicates that the student needs further training in
writing.
One reason why more students
did not pass the examination,
is that they, probably, did not
secure a means of furthering
their writing ability. There was
a course in expository writing
offered last semester, but not all
of the students who needed to
take the examination in January
were enrolled in this course. It
is quite possible that some could
not schedule it, but there were
probably others who felt they
didn't really need it, just as there
were those (53 to be exact) who
evidently did not deem it necessary to take the examination on

January

1

1

.

Place the Blame
When almost one half of the
students taking an exam fail to
pass it, one cannot place all of
the blame on the students. The
first question that comes to mind
in such a case is whether or not
the material of the test follows
(Continued

on Page Four

Another problem is lack of
facilities. We just don't have
enough places on campus where
a couple can sit quietly and
simply talk (or even indulge in
other activities). Autos are curtailed, the stadium is terribly
overcrowded in spring and fall,
and our dorms certainly afford
no privacy. Surely the projected
Student Union must help alleviate this problem.
Chaperones are another headache, and who is to blame? After two years of chasing faculty
couples am convinced that the
students are much at fault, simply by not observing the proper
social graces. How often faculty
get Friday phone calls for a
Saturday dance, and how often
they are ignored at a party!
There are many willing couples,
especially among the younger
faculty, and it only remains for
student groups to cultivate them.
One more particular problem:
manners. Oh boy, do we have
a good time in Kenarden! Squat
and gobble, grab and git! Skip
out on a reception line. Blast the
head resident. Shout up and
down the halls of the dorm.
Great sport, but far from a socially responsible attitude.
I

What Kind of School
Finally, our type of school. In
a way, we are "a little academy,
still and contemplative in living
art." And the "party school"
label doesn't fit. am convinced
that objective number one for the
Wooster student is books and
grades. And not that this is bad.
But we must consider this when
we look at the social life.
I'd even venture to say that
Wooster is almost like Oberlin
.
But they are one up
on us they admit it we like to
think of ourselves as being "well
rounded." Let's face it: we like
to study (or have to study).
In conclusion, there is no reason why anyone on this campus
can't socialize, if he is willing
to put out some effort. The
obstacles are not so big that we
can't conquer them individually
and collectively.
I

study-wise-

on the ability of the professors. MORE ON
It may be due to overburdening
a professor as has been indicated above. It is not fair to pro(Continued from Page Two)
(Continued from Page Three)
fessors or to students to place
from the content of the course. them in a situation where the There is too much subdivision
To someone who has never taken professors cannot possibly give into classes in our thinking and
liberal studies, the impression is sufficient attention to the stu- we need to realize that class status is not a complete indication
that this is a course which fresh- dents in their charge.
men study the great men of
There are points of weakness of one's intellectual and serious
ideas in western civilization, and on the students' side, and on level. A Wooster senior should
that they spend only a very short the academic side of this issue. not feel so lofty that he cannot
period of time on each writer. We certainly would not advocate talk with underclassmen.
Let us return to the former proThe stress is placed on gaining stirring the issue around until
an understanding of each man's policy becomes homogenized, cedure of letting seniors have
philosophy of life, through group that would make the problem preference only during the last
discussion, and writing essays. more serious. We do say, how- meal shift of the year as part
The essays are examples of writ- ever, that some careful consid- of senior privileges. The student
ten communication, but they are eration needs to be given to the senate should reconsider the conot discussed in the course to issue by all whom it concerns, ed dining set-ubefore we try
the extent that the ideas are. so that when the May examina- it again.
There seems then, to be a fallacy tion is given, the results will not
Greg Seaman
in that the student is expected be as disconcerting as they were
to
written competence in January.
through this course, but the emphasis is actually placed on the
Our Store at the Point
comprehension of various philoIs really some joint;
sophies of life. This is not to say
that the liberal studies course is
It's perfect for Luncheons,
not serving a good purpose, but
Dinners, Snacks or Bruncheons!
rather that it does not give suf
ficient attention to the technical
STARTS TONIGHT
problem of gaining the required
Days
7
Matinees at 2:00
degree of competence in written

from Page Three)

rolininiic communion with God
If we regard worship service as
educational meeting, rne virai
core of it will be lost.
(2) Before stating my second
point, assume that the purpose
of the College may be said, at
least in some sense, to be to
produce more whole persons
who can lead their careers intelligently and also with the faith
specifically, as creative
in God
and vital Christians. To require
those students who would not
care to go if they were left free,
think, is to produce more habitual church goers. Even if they
were left free to decide, who can
be sure that none of the
students would be interested to attend the worship
service? If one or five
voluntarily become Christians, would they not be far
more vital and creative Christians than those who were forced
to attend the worship service?
My argument may be only a
tiny part of the whole argument
that could be presented well by
other supporters of the abolition
of the church attendance rule.
But
am deliberately presenting
my opinion with the hope that
it would serve as something that
will keep the issue alive. In brief,
my final pleas are the following:
(1)
hope that the students
and those who will discuss this
issue further will follow whatever ihey find to be true, rather
than compromise with tradition
or convention.
(2)
also hope that the general student will not regard the
question of church attendance
rule as a "dead issue" but be
more concerned about it in order
to support continually those fellow students who will be speaking for us at various meetings.
Yours sincerely,
Sang Lee
I

I

non-Christi-

non-Christia-

I

I

I

ns

an

ONLY ONE WHO
FLIPPED HIS LID

communication which the college
expects of its students.
The other criticism which may
be raised concerns the expository
writing course. This course is
suggested to those students who
fail to attain the arbitrary grade
of - or better in the liberal
Last semester
studies course.
there were three sections of this
course open, and had all of the
students who needed to prepare
for the examination taken the
course, there would have been
about 60 in each section. It is ap
parent that we do not have
adequate facilities to give stu
dents the formal training which
they obviously need in order to
attain the desired level of com
petence.
There is evidence in the num
ber of students who took the
special course and still did not
pass the examination, that as it
stands, the course is not adequate. This is not a reflection up
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Seals Big

Mill 1

Fifth Runs Wild;
Remains On Top

Ashland As Thomas Pours In 33;
Oberlin Falls Before Determined Scots

Dump

in

by Art Humphreys
The Scots take on the always
tough Big Red of Denison at
Severance Gymnasium tomorrow
men
night as the
of Mose Hole try to keep on the
winning track. Before going to
Alliance on Wednesday the Scots
had won four in a row and run
their record to seven wins and
three losses.
The games with Denison are
g

ever-improvin-

always interesting affairs and tomorrow night's fray should be
no exception. Last year the Sects
dimmed the title hopes for the
verIndians by taking on
dict at Denison's fieldhouse. This
year the Big Red have had a
sporty record, showing a
conference slate and
chart
for the entire campaign, not including a Wednesday night encounter with Ohio Wesleyan.
The Scots picked up two fine
triumphs last week, beating Ashland,
and then turning
in their finest showing of the
year in toppling Oberlin,
Thomas Leads With 33
Danny Thomas led the way to
the win over Ashland as he accounted for 33 markers, 20 of
these in the first half to pull the
Plaid into a
lead at the
intermission. During the half the
Scots led by as much as 10
points but the Eagles closed the
gap slightly by
The contest remained close for
the first 10 minutes of the second
with the Scots keeping their advantage usually around eight 1o
10 points. But Thomas got help
from Lu Wims and Tom Denni- 89-8- 6

4-- 4

6-- 5

74-5-

8,

67-6-

38-3-

1.

1

half-tim-

e.

DORMAIERS
Wooster's Oldest
Shoe Repair Shop
215 East Liberty Street

with

15.
Yeomen

On

Loop

all

atop the Kenarden League with
record as they

an unblemished

2

added two more wins to the
chart.
streak and now sport a
Third was idle last week and
thus stays in second with a
record, followed by Seventh at
showand Second with a
7-- 0
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Cut Down

the towering
Oberlin Yeomen came to town
and were cut down to size by
the shooting and
of the Scots. Thomas and Tom
Dennison led the scoring with
22 apiece, a figure matched by
Ron Jacobs of the losers. Homer
Gilchrist, the conference scoring
leader, added 19 for the Yeo-

Mc-Clun-

g

ball-hawkin-

W
f

y?ffc

visit

4

men.
The contest started slowly, the
score being only
after two
1-

and Dave Thomas
with 11. Against Fourth, Jack
Rowan was the top scorer with
13, Bill Zufall coming next with
12 and Art Hoff checking in with
10. For the two losing squads,
Fred Hess was Eighth's top man
with 14 and Pete Lenhart was the
top for Fourth with five.
with

'. J0'

Second Tops Seventh
Seventh split in two contests,
cind
losing to Second,
Ken
then beating Sixth,
Haines, Paul Reeder, and Larry
Baker had 15, 12, and 12, respectively, to lead Second to
their win while Dave Shaw was
for Seventh.
the leader with
Shaw was tops again as he netted 21 markers, followed closely
by Bill Jacobson with 18. Chuck
Finn had 15 and Chuck Clark
for Sixth.
two games,
First divided
handing Fourth its second loss
of the week,
and then
falling before Eighth,
George Kandle had 18 against
Fourth and 11 against Eighth,
and Curtis Allen accounted for
10 and 12 in the games. Dick
Dannenfelser led Fourth with 24
tallies for the losers and Fred

-1

minutes but after 9', minutes
the Scots had forged into a
lead. At this point the Scots
hit a dry spell and couldn't score
a point for the next four minutes, while the Yeomen had gone
into a
lead.
Now Tom D. and Thomas began to find the range and with
the defense holding the Yeomen
scoreless for the next five minutes
the Scots roared to a
lead,
by
and stretched that to
halftime. Tom D. had 12 points
and Thomas 10 in the first stanza.
After the intermission the Scots
rolled quickly to a
lead
but couldn't hold it and the Yeomen crept up. With Jacobs and
Gilchrist, who accounted for 15
and 13 points, respectively, in
the second half the Yeomen
fought to within a point with six
minutes to go and then forged
17-1-

44-3-

4

Photo by Larry Vodra, Courtesy the Wooster Daily Record

"D , faked out again," is what Oberlin guard Mai Griffith seems to be saying as the Scots' Tom Dennison sails up
and around him to lay in two of the 22 points he scored in
victory over the Yeomen.
last week's 67-6- 1

1

0.

1

1

27-2- 2

43-2-

4,

53-4-

7

33-2-

13

with the clock
showing 4V2 to play.
After an exchange of baskets,
Thomas and Tom D. took things
into their own hands and tallied
10 points between them to run
advantage
the Scots to a
with 50 seconds to go. With the
Yeomen despeartely trying for
possession the Scots drew fouls
and Getter added two free
throws and Wims one to make
the final read

ahead at
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Getter,
and Ramseyer battled the height
advantage of the Yeomen and
ended up by
The Scots rearthem,
ranged their lineup to have all
the height they could possibly
have and the strategy paid off,
as Thomas, Tom D., Getter,
Wims, and Ramseyer played almost the entire second half to Hess led Eighth to its win by
bring in the victory.
(Continued on Page Six)
Dave Bourns,

1 " Weve Put a Speedometer on the Stars!"
fiyjNb

1

ing.
Fifth ran over Eighth, 72-3and then swept past Fourth, 66-1- 7
to remain unbeaten. John
Mosher paced the first win with
g
14 points, followed by Jim

Saturday

22-1-

B-B-

Fifth Section continued to ride

to ice the victory. When
Danny left the game with 4'2
minutes to go it was
and
the Scots increased that by one
more point at the final buzzer.
Rog Ramseyer was the only
other Scot in double figures, hitting for 10 tallies, while the
Eagles were led by Ron Pratt
with 18 points and Don Hershey
son

67-5-
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Finmen Go Under

Kenarden League
from Page

(Continued

marking up 16 scores, Dave Mar
tin helping out will
1

1

.

STANDINGS
W
7
4
4

Fifth

Third
Seventh
Second
First
Eiahth
Sixth
Cm

L

0
1

2
2
5
4
5

3

3
2
1

irl,

1

SCORING

INDIVIDUAL

Jacobson, 7th

Ave.
15.5
14.7
14.3
13.9
13.7
13.3
13.0

Pts.
93
118
86
97
82
80
65

6
8
6
7

Kandle, G., 1st
Walklet, 5th
Thomas, 5th
4th ....6
Dannenfelser,
6
Hess, 8th
5
Taylor, 3rd
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WATCHES

STURDY, SOLID,

221 East Liberty St.

Phone

Tomorrow the Scot swimmers
head for Grove City, Pa., to try
to better their season's chart. So

far, not including a meet at
home last Wednesday against
Ohio Wesleyan, the team shows
a record of one win, one tie, and
two losses.
Last Saturday the Scots traveled to Oberlin and went down
to their second defeat of the
The Yeomen won
year,
seven of the ten events and took
five of the eight second places
to sew up the victory.
Joe Basehore led the
as he took two first
freestyle
places, the
freestyle, and
and
swam on the winning
relay team. Oberlin's Reynold
Sachs also won two events, the
and
freestyles.
The only other winner for the
Scots besides Basehore was the
freestyle relay team of
Bob Watson, Bill Reinhardt, John
Doerr, and Basehore. Watson
took a second in the
free, Doerr in the
free,
and Jan van der Valk in the
breaststroke to pick up
three more points apiece for the
55-3-

February 7,

Friday,

Lahm's Jewelry

Yeomen's Pool
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OAK PADDLES

FOR PLEDGES

WOOSTER LUMBER COMPANY

SPRING

OPPOSITE THE FAIRGROUNDS
PHONE

STYLES

1.

2-80-

15

in SHOES

point-scorer- s

Scots Tape
by Art Humphreys

for

220-yar- d

440-yar- d

400-yar-

100-yar-

50-yar- d

d

College Students

d

Jim Ewers' junior varsity quintet rolled to its eighth and ninth
wins of the current campaign
as they steamed past the Ashland JV's and the Oberlin JV's
in preliminary games before the
varsity took on the two respective varsities.
Against Ashland the JV's ran
lead at halftime
SHOE STORE
up a
and kept right on going to win Scots.
The team started
handily
lead
off by rolling up a
by the inand kept it at
termission. Then the second half
with five
the score stood
minutes to play in the game.
Cliff Perkins and Ron Bobel
had 18 and 17 points, respectively, to lead the Scot juniors
and Bob Leedy led the Ashland
B squad with 14.
The Oberlin junior varsity came
to Wooster supposedly to be
a strong outfit but were no opponent for the Scots last Saturday. It was 10-- before the Yeo
men found the bucket and this
by
lead was boosted to
TAXI DRIVING, at best, is a checkered career. Some
halftime.
days, nothing seems to click including the meter!
The second half was the same
to
rose
story as the score
Traffic crawls, motor stalls, horns bleat, bumpers
and then the Scot bench was
meet. What a moment to reach for a Lucky and
cleared but still managed to outpoint the junior Yeomen. Bobel discover (horrors!) you're fresh out. That's when the
ended up the night with 26
genial driver turns into a Crabby Cabby. And
points, followed by Perkins with most
13.
18 and Don Davis with
why not? He's missing the best taste going
a
Tomorrow night the JV's will
cigarette that's light as they come. Luckies are all
seek their tenth in a row when
g
tobacco, toasted to
they take on the Denison JV's at light tobacco
6:15 in the prelim to the varsity
taste even better. Try 'em yourself. And step on it!
encounter.
400-yar-

d

50-yar-

Freedlander's

d

It

100-yar- d

200-yar-

16-poi-

nt

59-4-
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d

2.

26-1-

0

39-2- 3

55-3-
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0

51-2-
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DON'T JUST STAND

For

THERE...
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STICKLE!
MAKE $25

Valentine's Day
Give a Gift That Lasts

WHAT

IS

A DEFLATED DIRIGIBLE?

Sticklers are simple riddles with
d
rhyming answers. Both
words must have the same number of syllables. (No drawings,
please!) We'll shell out $25 for all
we use and for hundreds that
never see print. So send stacks of
'em with your name, address,
college and class to
Box 67 A, Mount Vernon,
New York.
two-wor-

A Gift from
SHIBLEY & HUDSON

will express your regard
and affection better and

need not be expensive.

Happy-Joe-Luck-
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Prices to fit any
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ARDIS ANDERSON.
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STRIKE
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BARBER?
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IS A TINY STORM?

CIGARETTES

Chipper Clipper

Richard Gillette,
NEW

PALTZ

STATE

TEACHERS COLL.

WHAT

IS

A

KIDS' PLAYGROUND?

WHAT

IS

MASCARA?

's

budget and you
may charge it.
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richard niethammer.
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Small Squall

RAY FUKUI.
U. OF CALIFORNIA

Tot Lot

Ught SMOKE -- LIGHT UP A
Product of
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Eye Dye

WINNIE LEDGER.
U. OF MICHIGAN
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